2020 Adult Winter Basketball Tournament
Thursday Competitive - Single Elimination

TOP FOUR

#1: Underdogs
3/5 - 6:30pm - KRC B
#4: Hammertime
3/12 - 7:30pm - KRC A
#2: Dirty Mike and the Boys
3/5 - 7:20pm - KRC B
#3: Team Tindall

CHAMPION

#4: Hammertime

BOTTOM FOUR

#5: GetNbuckets
3/5 - 8:10pm - KRC B
#8: Larry Birds
3/12 - 8:20pm - KRC A
#6: Bomb Squad
3/5 - 9:00pm - KRC B
#7: Hempsey

FIFTH PLACE

#8: Larry Birds

#7: Hempsey